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Biography

David “Ducksy”Moynihan is a musician from Cork, Ireland.
His big break came in 2013 when the title track of his album “The 

Echoing Refrain” topped the Balcony TV Cork charts and became a 
runaway success on YouTube.  When he isn’t playing music loudly in his 
studio (and annoying his family and neighbours) he loves to dance, go for 
long walks, watch old movies or work in the garden. 

Ducksy began writing poetry in his teens. While still at school, he won 
first prize in a creative writing competition for an anti-war poem called: 
“Aftermath of the Wartime”. A few years later, he won another contest for 
a piece called: “The Guest From The West”, an entertaining elegy about his 
mother’s foster brother. In 2012, he published his first collection Serenity 
Within which was well-received by the local press. Ducksy is now in the 
process of recording his second album What Is Yet To Come which is due 
to be released shortly.

                      



For Mark Roper and Tony Coughlan



“If no Pain were, how judge we of Pleasure?
If no Work, where’s the solace of Leisure?
What’s White if no Black?
What’s Wealth if no lack”
If no Loss, how our Gain could we measure?

–William Bliss
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For Longfellow1

Do well what you can do
And you will know:

The meaning of success –
A life of little woe!

1 This poem was inspired by a quote by the Nineteenth-Century American 
poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow who once remarked that:  “[t]he talent of success 
is nothing more than doing what you can do well and doing well whatever you do”.  A 
very consoling thought!
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In Defense of Rhyme2 

What better way
To spend one’s time
Than writing good

Old-fashioned rhyme?

Though its form
May not be new,

You must admit –
It’s sincere too!

2 This poem is my response to those who frown upon the poetic (and aesthetic) 
value of rhyme.
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A short poem about Facebook3

How many ‘likes’
Will I get today?

Which picture will I upload?
What else can I say?

To become more popular
On this on-line thing,

I post another update –
But no joy does it bring.

For I long to meet
People face to face,

Have a conversation
In some social place.

So I log out quickly,
Leave Facebook far behind,

Go back to the ‘off-line’ world –
And look for peace of mind!

3 Facebook first originated in the early part of the Twentieth-First Century.  At 
the time of writing, a vast number of the global population have become obsessed and 
addicted to it, so much so, that they spend most of their time talking to their friends 
on a phone or computer and are less inclined to meet others (or develop meaningful 
relationships) within a real-life social setting.  This, to my mind at least, is one of the 
greatest tragedies of the modern age and the main reason why I wrote this poem. A 
funny quote from an anonymous writer which I came across on the internet recently 
also captures my own feelings about this: “Facebook is like jail, you sit around and 
waste time, write on walls, and get poked by people you don’t know.”
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On Twitter 4

On Twitter, why must I compress
All I long to express?

It makes me seem lazy,
My meaning is hazy,

I’m left in a state of distress!

4 A form of social media lunacy which asks people to write a message in 140 
characters or less. A very tall order at times! My sentiments about it are expressed in 
this short limerick poem.
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King Midas and his golden touch5

Dionysus! Free me
From this golden touch!
Restore the joy of living,
I have missed so much!

Lust for riches
Made me blind to see

That happiness can come
From our humanity!

5 This short poem was inspired by one of favourite Monkees songs: “The Door 
Into Summer” (which is included on their excellent album: Pisces Aquarius Capricorn 
and Jones Ltd.). In one of its verses, it makes reference to the Greek myth of King Mi-
das through the following lines: “…the children left /King Midas there /As they found 
him/ In his counting house/ Where nothing counts but more. ”
 I became very interested in finding out more about the story itself so I did 
a bit of research on-line. After doing so, I discovered that the myth goes as follows: 
King Midas desired to be the richest man in the world. One day, an old satyr (a person 
who is half human, half beast) by the name of Silenus paid a visit to his palace. Silenus 
was a good friend of the powerful Greek God Dionysus and he was very impressed by 
Midas’s hospitality towards him. As a result, he offered to grant him a wish.
 Midas asked him to ensure that he everything he touched would turn to gold 
and his wish came true. However, Midas soon realised that this was not all that is was 
cracked up to be as it failed to bring him happiness. He could not eat because his food 
became solid when he touched it and, much to his dismay, his daughter became a gold 
statuette when he tried to embrace her. A broken man, Midas returned to Dionysus. 
He asked him remove his spell and he told him to wash his ‘golden touch’ away in the 
River Pactelus. He did so and even now, many still believe that this is the reason why 
the river is still the colour of gold.
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Elegy for Rooster6

-For Rooster ‘Puss’ Moynihan (2002-14)

He was born unexpectedly
One October day,

In the shed next to the kitchen,
Where the other cats would stay.

For twelve years,
He was a loyal pet,

Pleasant and good-natured
And so affectionate!

One day without warning
He became quite ill,

Died within a fortnight –
His absence, we feel still.

How we long to hear
His loud and happy purr!

Stroke his bushy tail,
His well-groomed coat of fur!

6 What follows is a series of four poems about my beloved pet cats who have 
enriched my live in so many ways. The first is dedicated much-missed Rooster “Puss” 
Moynihan who passed away in February 2014. I modeled it on the work of Matthew 
Arnold who wrote a number of moving elegies about his own family pets.
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Yet we are consoled
By memories left behind,

To have known a cat,
So gentle and so kind!

Goodbye “little friend”
Whom we did adore,

May you find your place in heaven –
And purr forevermore!
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Fluff (The ‘big man’)7

We call him Fluff (‘the big man’),
He is our eldest cat –

Should anyone annoy him,
He’ll give them tit-for-tat!

When the weather’s fine,
He’ll spend half the day,
Hunting down the fields,

Searching for his prey.

If he is successful,
He’ll come back with pride –

But if it’s wet or windy,
He’d rather sleep inside!

He had a touch of cancer
In his ear,

It is slowly spreading –
Yet he does not fear

For he is determined
To live well his nine lives,

Thankful for each moment,
As on his chair he lies.

7 This poem is dedicated to our late cat Fluffy who showed tremendous spirit 
and bravely fought against cancer until his death in July 2015.
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For Syd

Shouting from the kitchen
She calls us straight away,

“I am here, feed me!”
You can almost hear her say.

If we do not please her
She begins to moan

Thinks no-one’s listening,
Raises her tone

Refuses to settle
On an empty chair,

Goes looking for a lap
So she can do her hair!

Yet we wouldn’t want her
Any other way,

Her love and affection
Brightens up our day

And when I go to bed,
Switch off the kitchen light
Again I hear her calling –

Just to say goodnight!
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For Topher

She scratches and howls
Demands to be let in,
Jumps upon my chair

So I can stroke her chin.

Sometimes we meet her
In her favourite place:

My grandfather’s orchard
(Her own private space).

She spends a lot of time
By the freezer door,
I give her a snack –

Yet she wants some more!

If she grows impatient
She pulls my trouser leg

Just to let me know
That she is trying to beg!

Her friendship has no limits
She is always there
In joyful moments,

Times of despair

I am thankful
For her company,

A pet so understanding –
And so dear to me!
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Dialogue inspired by Thomas Moore’s “On Taking A Wife”8

FATHER:

“Come now Tom,
You’re getting old,

Too long you’ve played
The rake.9

It’s time you settled down –
A wife, you must take!”

SON:

“I think
You’re right Dad –

I agree!
Do you know of any wife

Who’d like to be with me?”

8 This short dialogue is based on a very funny poem by Thomas Moore called: 
“On Taking A Wife” which I had the good fortune to find on p. 133 of The Nation’s Fa-
vourite Comic Poems (London BBC Worldwide Ltd., 2005) Edited by Griff Rhys Jones.
9 A man who is highly skilled at manipulating and seducing women-no doubt 
an admirable figure for some!
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Epigram for Auden

To the person in the street
(A keen observer of life)

‘Intellectual’ simply means
A man’s untrue to his wife!10

10 Another comic gem that I came across the The Nation’s Favourite Comic Po-
ems (see above) was “A Note On Intellectuals” by W.H. Auden. It can be found on p. 26 
and is the inspiration behind this short poem.
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King Lear and his daughters

This drama is making me sad,
     My daughters are driving me mad!

I’ll walk in the rain,
‘Til I go insane –

So I can forget and be glad!
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Ode to Stan and Ollie11

They were two
Quite different men:

One was large,
The other thin

Brought together
By fate –

Their partnership
Was worth the wait!

After many years,
Success would come

By acting smart,
Being dumb

They would spend
Their movie lives

Fighting foes,
Fooling wives

11 This poem is my own personal tribute to Laurel and Hardy. It was inspired by 
John McCabe’s wonderful book Mr Laurel and Mr Hardy: An Affectionate Biography 
(London: Robson, 1976). It is based, in part, on the following lines from a beautiful-
ly-written anonymous poem that the comedian Dick Van Dyke  quotes from in his 
forward to this book: “ God Bless all clowns/So poor the world would be/Lacking their 
piquant touch, hilarity/The belly-laughs, the ringing lovely mirth/That makes a friendly 
place of this earth”.
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And after they
Appeared on-screen,
Those who watched
Would feel serene

Forget their troubles
For a while,

As these two clowns
Had made them smile!
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For Pete Seeger12

A firm believer
In the power of song,

You were “America’s conscience”13

Taught it right from wrong.

This was reflected
In tunes you used to strum
Like: “If I Had A Hammer”,

“We Shall Overcome”.

You showed us
What justice could be,

How our efforts
Could change society

Fought for causes
When freedom was denied:
It’s captured in your music,
Its message has not died!

 

12 This poem was inspired by an obituary of the legendary folk-singer Pete See-
ger .
13 This line is based on a phrase that the musician Bruce Springsteen used to de-
scribe Seeger when he performed with him at President Barack Obama’s inauguration 
ceremony in 2008.
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Benjamin Lay on slavery14

Some call me ‘eccentric’
For standing in the snow,

I care not what people think –
My act will show

The need to abolish
Slavery –

I know no greater evil,
Worse kind of tyranny!

14 Benjamin Lay (1682-1759) was a celebrated British eccentric. He is best 
remembered for a series of impassioned pamphlets in which he voiced his strong 
opposition towards slavery. Lay’s sense of hatred for this institution was so great that he 
once stood barefoot in the snow in the hope that it would lead to its abolition of slavery 
in America. Learning of this brave act inspired me to write this short monologue.
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Buñuel on death15

When I die,
There’s one thing I’d crave –

To walk this earth again,
Rise from my grave

Yet if I’d rediscover
Life’s sorrow and despair,
Beneath my tomb I’d go
To sleep without a care!

15 This short monologue is based on My Last Breath, an excellent memoir by the 
celebrated Spanish surrealist film-director Luis Buñuel. It was inspired by its final two 
paragraphs, which perfectly capture his humorous attitude towards death.
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Chaplin and The Great Dictator16

The man on-screen I see
Looks a lot like me!

But he hates every Jew,
Is a cruel tyrant too –

A figure of fun he

16 This is my tribute to another great film director. It aims to convey how Chap-
lin, after seeing a newsreel of Adolf Hitler, was inspired to write the screenplay for The 
Great Dictator.
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For Kate Forde

I’d see her from the road
Every now and then,

Coming from the Church,
Morning mass at ten.

Most days she’d be there
Without fail,

Though she was going deaf,
So old and frail.

Her pride and joy
Was Fluffy Forde the cat

(She feared she over-fed him,
He was getting fat).

Sometimes he lies
Upon her bed,

Refuses to believe
She is three years dead

And keeps
Her memory alive,

Reminds us of dear Kate –
And her will to survive!
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What Is Yet To Come17

Gazing out my window,
Staring at the wall,

Don’t know where I’m goin’
If it’s me at all

Deep inside I wonder:
Am I the only one

Reachin’ for tomorrow,
And what is yet to come?

Memories still haunt me,
Faces come and go,
As I seek direction,

Images that flow

Am I only dreamin’
Of the day that’s done

Hungry for new meaning
And what is yet to come?

17 To end this collection, I have included a selection of lyrics from my next al-
bum What Is Yet To Come. This will be its title song. It is currently available as a single 
and can be bought from the following address: https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/
what-is-yet-to-come-feat./id1072236948.
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And if I don’t understand
(Please lend a hand)

And if I don’t understand
Just lay me down again

Say it again,
Say it again.

   Now I ponder over
Half-forgotten dreams

Knowing where the truth lies
I question what they mean.

With this simple notion
A new change has begun

Shattering illusions
Of what is yet to come.

Shattering illusions
Of what is yet to come.
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Things That Never Were18

Time just hurries on,
Darkness fades to dawn
Like a sea ship sailing

From the shore.

Restless thoughts collide,
I try to abide –

Find harmony goes
Raging past my door.

Find harmony goes
Raging past my door.

I wonder why
‘Cause deep inside

I know
It’s a sign

Of the times

And conscious of
The lengths
I have to go

18 A video for this song is available on YouTube. It was filmed in Mother Jones’ 
Flea Market here in Cork City and I had a lot of fun making it with Shane Twomey and 
Donnacha O’ Brien from Zenith Media Productions.To watch it, please go to: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1ScBQ-_Hjw/
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To make it through
That great divide

Between the heart
And changing mind,

Between the heart
And changing mind.

Peculiar though it seems
To dwell

On fickle dreams,
My weariness
Still keeps me

On the ground.

To cast a watchful eye
And heave a gentle sigh

For the things
That never were before.

For the things
That never were before.
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I’ll Be On My Way

I used to sing
That same old song:

A broken hearted blues.

But now I see there’s
More to life

So I’ve changed my tune.

‘Easy come and easy go’
What more can I say?

Given all I’ve got to give –
I’ll be on my way.

I used to walk
That crooked mile,

Wearing out my shoes.

But now I see
No point in that –

I wanna start anew.

‘Easy come and easy go’
What more can I say?

Given all I’ve got to give –
I’ll be on my way.

Given all I’ve got to give –
I’ll be on my way
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The End Of A Sad Episode

I’m heading
Towards the highway
Down that mystifying

Route of life
Not knowing where I’m bound.

As I wander down the road
Sheltered by the stars and moon

For they 
Know where

My future lies

Take away the torment
Hound away the pain-

I’m at a distance
But my longing
Remains at bay

And I’ve won all the battles
But I’m losing the war

And I’m sure that
It’s the end
It’s the end
It’s the end

Of a sad episode.
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I’m weeping on the inside
My pride is wounded

And marooned
My thoughts reflect

The patterns in my mind

The past 
Is left behind me

As I turn to face
Another day alone –

What will tomorrow bring?

Take away the torment
Hound away the pain –

I’m at a distance
But my longing
Remains at bay

And I’ve won all the battles
But I’m losing the war

And I’m sure that
It’s the end
It’s the end

It’s the end of sad
End of a sad

It’s the end of a sad episode.
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Also by David

Poetry

Serenity Within

“…a beautiful mind. [Reading David’s poems made the day better.” – 
Alice Taylor, author and poet.

Available at: http://www.amazon.com/Serenity-Within-David-Moyni-
han-ebook/dp/B00JNBXK0O

Music

The Echoing Refrain (2012)

“A wonderfully imaginative 
artist.” – Lynda Cullen. The K.C. 
Sessions

Available on iTunes at: https://itunes.apple.com/gb/album/the-echo-
ing-refrain/id536354958
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What Is Yet To Come (single version) (2016)

“Ducksy[...]carries an extended 
musical skill set – used liberally to 
revive the good vibrations of the 
60s” – Caitriona Marron,  The Cork 
Independent.

Available at: https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/what-is-yet-to-come-
feat./id1072236948

If you would like to listen to more of his music, please visit his website: 
ducksymusic.com
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